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Key Points:9

• DEMETER measurements conjugate to Alpha transmitters show three distinct10

ways of signal propagation.11

• Two of them are identified as ducted and unducted propagation, the third is likely12

only partially ducted.13

• A raytracing analysis is employed to explain the observed Doppler shifts.14
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Abstract15

Alpha navigation transmitters are very low frequency transmitters operating at mid-latitudes,16

which use a specific discrete radiation pattern at three distinct frequencies (11.9, 12.6,17

and 14.9 kHz). The transmitters are located in the northern hemisphere, but the radi-18

ated signals propagate through the magnetosphere to the conjugate hemisphere, where19

they are detectable by low-altitude spacecraft. We present an analysis of such signals20

detected by the Detection of Electro-Magnetic Emissions Transmitted from Earthquake21

Regions (DEMETER) spacecraft at an altitude of about 660 km. It is found that, due22

to a Doppler shift, the observed signal frequencies can be at times rather different than23

the radiated frequencies. This indicates wave propagation at large wave normal angles24

(close to the resonance cone). Simultaneous observations of the same signal with differ-25

ent Doppler shifts reveal three distinct ways of signal propagation: i) ducted propaga-26

tion, ii) unducted propagation, and iii) propagation interpreted as only partially ducted.27

A raytracing analysis is employed to obtain typical wave trajectories corresponding to28

the individual ways of signal propagation and respective Doppler shifts. A reasonable29

agreement between the observed and calculated Doppler shifts is obtained. Our results30

demonstrate the peculiarities of very low frequency signal propagation throughout the31

magnetosphere and the possibility of using Doppler shifts to estimate wave normal an-32

gles.33

1 Introduction34

Powerful ground-based very low frequency (VLF) transmitters operating at frequen-35

cies between about 10 and 30 kHz are used by military for long distance communications36

with submerged submarines and for navigation. They can propagate considerable dis-37

tances in the Earth-ionosphere waveguide (Budden, 1961). Part of the signal power may38

eventually escape the waveguide and propagate to space, being somewhat attenuated when39

penetrating through the ionosphere, in particular during the daytime (Cohen et al., 2012;40

Graf et al., 2013). Having made it to the space environment, the transmitter signals are41

detectable by low-altitude spacecraft both in the source hemisphere and in the magnet-42

ically conjugated region (Cohen & Inan, 2012; X. Zhang et al., 2017; Zhao et al., 2019).43

The signals are observable also at larger radial distances in the proximity of given mag-44

netic field lines (Foster et al., 2016; Ma et al., 2017; Koronczay et al., 2018).45
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VLF transmitter signals may result in ionospheric heating in the vicinity of trans-46

mitters (Bell et al., 2011; Němec et al., 2020), as well as in formation of specific wave47

events due to wave-wave coupling and triggering (Němec et al., 2017; Gu et al., 2020).48

They can also interact with energetic electrons in Van Allen radiation belts and even-49

tually result in their precipitation (e.g., Karpman & Shklyar, 1977; Abel & Thorne, 1998;50

Selesnick et al., 2013), as was demonstrated by the analysis of precipitating electron fluxes51

measured at low altitudes (Gamble et al., 2008; Sauvaud et al., 2008). The efficiency of52

the transmitter induced pitch angle scattering is generally different for ducted and un-53

ducted propagation (Rodger et al., 2010; Ross et al., 2019). Nevertheless, it remains un-54

clear how much energy actually propagates ducted or unducted. At least for low L-shell55

transmitters, a significant portion of the wave energy may propagate unducted (Clilverd56

et al., 2008; Z. Zhang et al., 2018). However, at higher L-shells, the waves are possibly57

primarily ducted, as suggested by the lack of significant wave power above the electron58

half gyrofrequency for inter-hemispherically propagating waves (Clilverd et al., 2008).59

Ducted propagation should correspond primarily to low wave normal angles, while60

large wave normals are expected for unducted propagation in the magnetically conju-61

gated hemisphere (Bortnik et al., 2006). The two propagation types could be thus in prin-62

ciple distinguished by evaluating the wave normal angles. However, this requires mul-63

ticomponent magnetic field measurements, which are typically not available with a suf-64

ficient frequency resolution at frequencies well above 10 kHz. When the wave normal an-65

gles are high and close to the resonance cone, the refractive index is large and the sig-66

nal is detected onboard a low altitude spacecraft with a noticeable Doppler shift (Starks67

et al., 2009). This allows to distinguish between the ducted and unducted propagation68

paths, and eventually to estimate the wave normal angle variation with the spacecraft69

location.70

We use electromagnetic wave data obtained by a low-altitude Detection of Electro-71

Magnetic Emissions Transmitted from Earthquake Regions (DEMETER) spacecraft to72

analyze Doppler shifts of Alpha navigation transmitter signals detected in the conjugate73

hemisphere. We distinguish between the ducted and unducted propagation, and we spec-74

ulate about the respective propagation paths. The used data set is presented in section 275

and the observational results are presented in section 3. Wave trajectories calculated us-76

ing a raytracing routine and their consistency with the observed Doppler shifts are eval-77
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uated in section 4. The obtained results and the overall picture are discussed in section 5.78

Section 6 contains a brief summary of the main findings.79

2 Data Set80

DEMETER was a French low-altitude spacecraft which operated between 2004 and81

2010. It had a circular orbit with an altitude of about 660 km, which was nearly Sun-82

synchronous. The measurements were thus performed at local times either close to 10:30 hours83

(“daytime”, north-to-south orbits) or 22:30 hours (“nighttime”, south-to-north orbits).84

Survey mode electromagnetic wave measurements were active nearly continuously at ge-85

omagnetic latitudes lower than about 65 degrees. In the VLF range (up to 20 kHz), these86

consisted of onboard calculated power spectra of one electric (Berthelier et al., 2006) and87

one magnetic (Parrot et al., 2006) field component. The frequency resolution of the data88

was about 20 Hz, and the time resolution was about 2 s. Additionally, higher resolution89

data were available during sporadically active Burst mode intervals. These consisted of90

waveforms of one electric and one magnetic field component sampled at 40 kHz. How-91

ever, some signals analyzed in the present study are mainly electrostatic and their mag-92

netic field intensity is very low. They are thus generally undetectable in the magnetic93

field measurements, and only the electric field data are used.94

The Alpha navigation system consists of three transmitters: Krasnodar (45.4◦ N,95

38.2◦ E), Novosibirsk (55.8◦ N, 84.4◦ E) and Khabarovsk (50.1◦ N, 136.6◦ E) which trans-96

mit specific discrete periodic patterns. Three different frequencies are used by each of97

the transmitters, equal to about 11,905 Hz, 12,649 Hz, and 14,881 Hz. A 0.4 s long pulse98

at a given frequency is always followed by a 0.8 s long gap, and then a pulse of a differ-99

ent frequency is radiated. The entire cycle thus takes 3.6 s, and then the sequence is re-100

peated again (Cohen & Inan, 2012).101

3 Observations102

3.1 Daytime (North-to-South) Orbits103

An example of a Survey mode frequency-time spectrogram of power spectral den-104

sity of electric field fluctuations measured during a single DEMETER half-orbit at lon-105

gitudes close to an Alpha navigation transmitter is shown in Figure 1. The data were106

obtained on 1 March 2010 during a daytime half-orbit, when the spacecraft moved from107
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Figure 1. Frequency-time spectrogram of power spectral density of electric field fluctuations

measured on 1 March 2010 during a daytime half-orbit, when the spacecraft moved from north to

south. The signals from Alpha navigation transmitters can be identified at frequencies of about

11.9, 12.6, and 14.9 kHz, both in the northern and southern hemispheres. Additionally, the sig-

nals in the southern hemisphere apparently split to form a V-like shape. The white bars at the

top indicate the time intervals when the Burst mode was active and high resolution data were

available. The white arrow indicates the magnetic latitude of the Khabarovsk transmitter.

north to south. Alpha navigation transmitter signals at frequencies of about 11.9, 12.6,108

and 14.9 kHz are identifiable. During the first half of the plotted time interval, the space-109

craft was in the northern hemisphere, i.e., in the hemisphere of the transmitters. The110

signals are limited to the individual transmitted frequencies and they peak at the time111

when the spacecraft passes close to the transmitter. The white arrow in Figure 1 indi-112

cates the magnetic latitude of the Khabarovsk transmitter which is likely the source of113

the observed signal, as we show below.114

The situation in the southern hemisphere, i.e., in the hemisphere geomagnetically115

conjugated, is more complicated. The signals at individual transmitted frequencies are116

still observable, albeit with a somewhat lower intensity. Additionally, an apparent grad-117

ual decrease of the signal frequencies followed by their subsequent relaxation back to the118

transmitted values, forming a V-like shape, is observed toward the end of the plotted time119

interval. It is noteworthy that the V-shapes at higher frequencies are observed slightly120

sooner (at lower geomagnetic latitudes) than the V-shapes at lower frequencies. The high-121

est frequency V-shape is observed about 13 s sooner than the middle frequency V-shape,122

which is followed by the lowest frequency V-shape after about 6 s. The corresponding123

differences in geomagnetic latitude are lower than one degree. A more detailed view of124

the situation obtained using the Burst mode data is shown below in Figure 3. Note also125

that the intense vertical lines observable in the plot correspond to lightning generated126

sferics/whistlers, and they are not related to the topic of the present paper. There were127

two Burst mode intervals during the analyzed half-orbit, whose exact times are marked128

by the white bars at the top of the plot.129

Figure 2a shows a geographic map of the situation during the time interval plot-130

ted in Figure 1. The projection of the satellite path on the ground is shown by the red131
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Figure 2. (a) Geographic map showing the satellite orbit for the time interval from Figure 1

(red curve) and the locations where the Burst mode was active (red bars). The direction of the

orbit is marked by the blue arrow. The black crosses in the northern hemisphere correspond to

the Alpha transmitter locations, while the black crosses in the southern hemisphere correspond

to their geomagnetic conjugates. (b) Average daytime power spectral density of electric field

fluctuations at the frequency of 11,905 Hz is color coded as a function of the geographic location

according to the color scale on the right-hand side. (c) The same as (b), but for the frequency of

12,649 Hz. (d) The same as (b), but for the frequency of 14,881 Hz.

curve. The red bars mark the locations where the Burst mode was active. The direction132

of the orbit (north to south) is marked by the blue arrow. The black crosses in the north-133

ern hemisphere show the locations of Alpha navigation transmitters (Novosibirsk and134

Khabarovsk). The black crosses in the southern hemisphere show their geomagnetic con-135

jugates. Given the satellite path, it seems reasonable to assume that the observed sig-136

nals come from the Khabarovsk transmitter. The geomagnetic longitudinal separation137

between the satellite and the Khabarovsk transmitter is lower than about 10 degrees dur-138

ing the entire half-orbit.139

Figures 2b–d show geographical maps of average daytime power spectral densities140

of electric field fluctuations at respective transmitter frequencies. The entire DEMETER141

data set was used when constructing the plot. The central frequencies considered are marked142

in each of the figures. The frequency bandwidth of about 60 Hz was used (3 frequency143

bins of the instrument). The crosses mark again the locations of the Alpha navigation144

transmitters and their geomagnetic conjugates. The average wave intensities at all the145

three analyzed frequencies are significantly increased both above the transmitter loca-146

tions and close to their geomagnetic conjugates. It is apparent that the waves detected147

during the example orbit from Figures 1 and 2a indeed come from the Khabarovsk trans-148

mitter.149

A more detailed view of the two time intervals from Figure 1 obtained using the150

available Burst mode data is shown in Figure 3. Figure 3a shows a frequency-time spec-151

trogram of power spectral density of electric field fluctuations corresponding to the first152

Burst mode time interval. During this interval the spacecraft was in the northern hemi-153

sphere and rather close to the transmitter. The discrete transmission pattern consist-154
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Figure 3. (a) Frequency-time spectrogram of power spectral density of electric field fluctu-

ations corresponding to the first Burst mode time interval from Figure 1, when the spacecraft

was located in the northern hemisphere. The discrete transmission pattern of the Alpha naviga-

tion transmitters can be identified at the three frequencies (about 11.9, 12.6, and 14.9 kHz). (b)

The same as (a), but for the second Burst mode time interval, when the spacecraft was located

in the southern hemisphere. Transmitter signals with gradually decreasing and later increasing

frequencies are observed in addition to the expected constant-frequency signals.

ing of 0.4 s long pulses alternating in frequency can be seen. The observed signal frequen-155

cies correspond well to the frequencies radiated by the transmitter. The occasional ver-156

tical lines over the plotted frequency range are lightning generated sferics/whistlers, not157

of importance for the present analysis.158

Figure 3b shows a frequency-time spectrogram of power spectral density of elec-159

tric field fluctuations corresponding to the second Burst mode time interval. This time160

the spacecraft was in the southern hemisphere close to the region geomagnetically con-161

jugate to the transmitter location. Discrete transmission pattern at the three frequen-162

cies can be again identified. Additionally, there are bands of comparatively lower frequen-163

cies associated with each of the radiated frequencies. These appear first to decrease in164

frequency. After reaching a frequency minimum, they gradually increase in frequency165

again, forming V-like shapes. The frequency minima at higher frequencies occur at ear-166

lier times (lower geomagnetic latitudes). Just before reaching the frequency minima, each167

radiated transmitter frequency f0 is observed to be apparently split into three distinct168

frequencies fobs.169

The signals at frequencies lower than the transmitted signal frequency can be in-170

terpreted in terms of a Doppler shift of the original transmitted signal frequency:171

fobs = f0

(
1 − ~n · ~v

c

)
(1)172

where ~n is a refractive index vector (directed along the wave vector), ~v is the DEME-173

TER velocity vector, and c is the speed of light. Considering that v ≈ 7.5 km/s and174

the maximum observed Doppler shifts are as large as about 2%, the corresponding re-175
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fractive indices have to be very large, close to 1000. This is possible for large wave nor-176

mal angles, close to the resonance cone.177

The apparent splitting of each radiated frequency into three distinct frequency bands178

can be then interpreted as the radiated signal propagating to the spacecraft over three179

different propagation paths. Each of these eventually results in a different wave normal180

angle at the observation point, a different refractive index vector (both in direction and181

magnitude), and thus also a different Doppler shift. The propagation path resulting in182

principally zero Doppler shift can be interpreted as ducted propagation of the signal, with183

wave vectors oriented roughly along the ambient magnetic field. The values of refrac-184

tive index corresponding to such a propagation are quite small and the angle between185

the wave vector and the satellite velocity vector is rather large. The expected Doppler186

shift is thus very small (Starks et al., 2009).187

Identifying the two remaining propagation paths is less straightforward. There is188

a propagation path with the Doppler shift increasing toward larger geomagnetic latitudes.189

This path ceases to exist at very large geomagnetic latitudes and it can be attributed190

to an unducted propagation. The unducted signals reach the conjugate hemisphere with191

quite oblique wave normals and exhibit a frequency-dependent latitudinal threshold be-192

yond which they cannot reach (Starks et al., 2009). The threshold latitude decreases with193

an increasing wave frequency (Shklyar et al., 2010). This can explain why at higher fre-194

quencies the bottoms of the V-like shapes are observed closer to the magnetic equator.195

The identification of the remaining propagation path is the most challenging. It allows196

the signals to propagate to large latitudes in the opposite hemisphere at not-too-large197

wave normals (small Doppler shifts). We suggest that it corresponds to only partially198

ducted propagation. This is supplemented by a raytracing analysis in section 4.199

3.2 Nighttime (South-to-North) Orbits200

Before progressing to the raytracing analysis, it is instructive to provide an addi-201

tional experimental supporting argument for the Doppler shift explanation of the observed202

signals. During nighttime half-orbits the spacecraft moved in an opposite direction as203

compared to daytime half-orbits. Assuming that the propagation of the signals remains204

at least qualitatively similar, one might thus expect the Doppler shifts observed during205

the night to be opposite than during the day. This is indeed the case, as demonstrated206
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Figure 4. Frequency-time spectrogram of power spectral density of electric field fluctua-

tions measured on 28 February 2010 during a nighttime half-orbit, when the spacecraft moved

from south to north. Although background intensities are quite high due to lightning generated

whistlers, the signals from Alpha navigation transmitters can be identified at frequencies of about

11.9, 12.6, and 14.9 kHz, both in the northern and southern hemispheres. Additionally, the signal

at the frequency of about 14.9 kHz observed in the southern hemisphere apparently splits to form

an inverted V-like shape. The white bars at the top indicate the time intervals when the Burst

mode was active and high resolution data were available.

Figure 5. (a) Geographic map showing the satellite orbit for the time interval from Figure 4

(red curve) and the locations where the Burst mode was active (red bars). The direction of the

orbit is marked by the blue arrow. The black crosses in the northern hemisphere correspond to

the Alpha transmitter locations, while the black crosses in the southern hemisphere correspond

to their geomagnetic conjugates. (b) Average power spectral density of electric field fluctuations

at the frequency of 11,905 Hz is color coded as a function of the geographic location according to

the color scale on the right-hand side. (c) The same as (b), but for the frequency of 12,649 Hz.

(d) The same as (b), but for the frequency of 14,881 Hz.

by an example event in Figure 4. The format of the figure is the same as the format of207

Figure 1. The data were obtained on 28 February 2010 during a nighttime half-orbit,208

when the spacecraft moved from the south to north. Although the spectrogram is quite209

noisy due to lightning generated whistlers, increased wave intensities at the three dis-210

tinct frequencies corresponding to the Alpha transmitters are identifiable. During the211

second half of the plotted time interval, the observed signal frequencies closely match212

the transmitted frequencies. This time the spacecraft was in the northern hemisphere,213

i.e., in the hemisphere of the transmitters. In the first half of the plotted time interval,214

the observed frequencies closely match the transmitted frequencies only for the two lower215

frequency signals (11.9 and 12.6 kHz). A considerable increase of the signal frequency216

is apparent for the highest frequency (14.9 kHz) signal. The absence of the Doppler shifted,217

i.e., (partially) unducted, signals at lower frequencies can be explained by a magneto-218

spheric reflection. The nighttime lower-hybrid frequency above the spacecraft is higher219

than the signal frequencies, resulting in their reflection above the satellite altitude (Shklyar220

et al., 2004; Vavilov et al., 2013).221
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Figure 6. (a) Frequency-time spectrogram of power spectral density of electric field fluctu-

ations corresponding to the first Burst mode time interval from Figure 4, when the spacecraft

was located in the southern hemisphere. The discrete transmission pattern of the Alpha navi-

gation transmitters can be identified at the three frequencies (about 11.9, 12.6, and 14.9 kHz).

Additionally, a gradually increasing signal frequency is observed in the upper left part of the fig-

ure. (b) The same as (a), but for the second Burst mode time interval, when the spacecraft was

located in the northern hemisphere.

Figure 5 uses the same format as Figure 2 to depict the situation during the ex-222

ample nighttime half-orbit and nighttime intensity maps. During nighttime half-orbits223

the spacecraft moved in a northward direction, as marked by the blue arrow in Figure 5a.224

The longitudes of the example orbit are between the longitudes of the Novosibirsk and225

Khabarovsk transmitters marked by the black crosses. The transmitter locations and the226

average intensity maps in Figures 5b-d indicate that in the beginning of the example time227

interval (i.e., in the southern hemisphere) the spacecraft likely detects predominantly the228

signal from the Khabarovsk transmitter. On the other hand, in the end of the example229

time interval (i.e., in the northern hemisphere) the spacecraft likely detects predominantly230

the signal from the Novosibirsk transmitter. Nevertheless, all the Alpha transmitters ra-231

diate at the same frequencies and comparable latitudes, only with a different time cod-232

ing. The exact transmitter detected at a given time is thus not important for this study.233

Note that another bright dot of statistically increased signal levels occurs above the NWC234

transmitter located at North West Cape, Australia (21.8◦ S, 114.2◦ E) and operating at235

19.8 kHz, owing to spectral broadening (Xia et al., 2020).236

The example half-orbit contains two Burst mode intervals for which high-resolution237

frequency-time spectrograms can be obtained. These are depicted in Figure 6. Figure 6a238

corresponds to earlier times when the spacecraft was located in the southern hemisphere239

(i.e., conjugate to the transmitter). It shows the time coded signals at frequencies of about240

11.9 and 12.6 kHz, which directly correspond to the transmitted signal. The signal at241

a frequency of about 14.9 kHz is partly obscured by strong natural (lightning related)242

background emissions. However, the signal apparently splits and extends to higher fre-243

quencies around the middle of the plotted time interval, forming an inverted V-like shape.244

This is particularly clear in the left part of the plot, where the background emissions are245
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weaker and the transmitter signal is more pronounced. An indication of this transmit-246

ter signal shift to higher frequencies is identifiable also after 14:06:30 UT, correspond-247

ing to the second half of the inverted V-like shape. Note that the original signal at the248

frequency of 14.9 kHz does not disappear during the time of the inverted V-like shape.249

It still remains identifiable, albeit being arguably weaker. Note also that no such devi-250

ation of the signal frequencies from the transmitted frequencies is observable for signals251

at 11.9 and 12.6 kHz, in agreement with the Survey mode plot from Figure 4. Figure 6b,252

shown for completeness, depicts the situation in the transmitter hemisphere. The sig-253

nals at frequencies of about 11.9, 12.6, and 14.9 kHz are identifiable despite the strong254

natural background related to the lightning activity. They correspond directly to the fre-255

quencies transmitted by the Alpha navigation transmitters.256

4 Raytracing Analysis257

Having suggested the Doppler shift as an explanation of the frequency-time prop-258

erties of the observed transmitter signals, we devote this section to a more quantitative259

analysis. Ducted signals, which propagate along the ambient magnetic field with not too260

large wave normals, have too low refractive indices and do not result in observable Doppler261

shifts. They can be thus identified as the signals in the conjugate hemisphere at frequen-262

cies corresponding to the transmitted frequencies. As such, their interpretation is straight-263

forward and they are not further discussed in this section. Instead, we focus on the in-264

terpretation of the signals at frequencies apparently departing from the transmitted fre-265

quencies, which we interpret as unducted or only partially ducted signals.266

We use a raytracing analysis which allows us to follow individual ray trajectories267

from the northern hemisphere to the conjugated hemisphere and to evaluate the respec-268

tive wave normal angles and refractive indices upon reaching the DEMETER altitudes.269

The used raytracing code is the same as the one used formerly by, e.g, Santoĺık et al. (2016)270

and Martinez-Calderon et al. (2020). A simple dipole geomagnetic field model is used.271

The density is modeled assuming a diffusive equilibrium with a reference altitude of 670 km,272

ion and electron temperatures 1000 K, and plasma number density at the reference al-273

titude 18,000 cm−3 with 92% of oxygen ions and 8% of hydrogen ions. The propaga-274

tion takes place well within the plasmasphere, so that no plasmapause density drop is275

considered in the density model. Note, however, that the exact choice of the density model276

does not significantly affect the raytracing results. The important point is that the max-277
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Figure 7. Example raytracing trajectories corresponding to an unducted signal propagation.

The signals were started at geomagnetic latitudes 33.4◦, 41.4◦, and 49.4◦, roughly correspond-

ing to the geomagnetic latitude of the Khabarovsk transmitter and geomagnetic latitudes of

±8◦ from it. The waves were started directly upwards (perpendicular to the ground surface) at

an altitude of 110 km, as indicated by the short black arrows. The blue, green, and red curves

were obtained for wave frequencies of 11,905 Hz, 12,649 Hz, and 14,881 Hz, respectively. The

black dashed curves show the respective dipolar magnetic field lines corresponding to individual

starting points.

imum lower hybrid frequencies along the propagation paths are lower than all the con-278

sidered signal frequencies (11,905 Hz, 12649 Hz, and 14,881 Hz), corresponding to a typ-279

ical daytime situation. This is not the case during the night, when the maximum lower280

hybrid frequencies along the propagation paths are typically higher than the lower two281

signal frequencies. They thus get magnetospherically reflected and do not reach the DEME-282

TER altitudes in the conjugate hemisphere (Chum et al., 2009; Shklyar et al., 2010; Vav-283

ilov et al., 2013). This explains why during the nighttime half-orbits the (partially) un-284

ducted signals are observed only at the highest frequency .285

Let us start the discussion with purely unducted signals, whose Doppler shifts ob-286

served by DEMETER were formerly analyzed by Starks et al. (2009). We assume that,287

before exiting to higher altitudes, the transmitter generated signals propagate some dis-288

tance within the Earth-ionosphere waveguide. Referring to the maps of mean wave in-289

tensities in Figures 2b-d, the signals are considered to exit the waveguide within 8 de-290

grees of the geomagnetic latitude of the transmitter (about 41.4◦). Note that we limit291

the calculation to the magnetic meridian of the transmitter, but principally the same pic-292

ture holds also for nearby geomagnetic longitudes. Considering that the refractive in-293

dex within the Earth-ionosphere waveguide is close to 1, a wave exiting to the ionosphere294

bends according to the Snell’s law toward the normal. It is thus reasonable to start the295

raytracing assuming vertical wave normals at altitudes of about 110 km (Helliwell, 1965).296

The calculated ray trajectories for three different starting geomagnetic latitudes297

(33.4◦, 41.4◦, and 49.4◦) are shown in Figure 7. The black dashed curves show the dipo-298

lar magnetic field lines corresponding to individual starting points. The blue, green, and299

red color curves show the trajectories obtained for the wave frequencies of 11,905 Hz, 12,649 Hz,300
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Figure 8. (a) Wave normal angles corresponding to unducted trajectories from Figure 7 at

the times when the emissions reach DEMETER altitudes in the southern hemisphere are plotted

as a function of the respective final geomagnetic latitudes. The blue, green, and red curves were

obtained for wave frequencies of 11,905 Hz, 12,649 Hz, and 14,881 Hz, respectively. The horizon-

tal dashed lines show the wave normal angles of respective resonance cones. (b) The same as (a),

but for refractive index values.

and 14,881 Hz, respectively. It can be seen that the waves starting at larger geomagnetic301

latitudes end at larger geomagnetic latitudes (i.e., the calculated ray trajectories do not302

intersect anywhere). However, there is a clear upper geomagnetic latitude limit for the303

ending points of the propagation paths (Starks et al., 2009; Shklyar et al., 2010). Ad-304

ditionally, higher frequency waves end at lower geomagnetic latitudes than lower frequency305

waves started at the same geomagnetic latitude.306

In order to understand the observed Doppler shifts, it is crucial to consider the re-307

fractive index value and wave vector direction upon reaching the DEMETER altitudes308

in the conjugate hemisphere. It is found that the wave vectors are typically rather close309

to the resonance cone, being oriented toward larger L-shells, i.e., approximately south-310

ward. This corresponds well to the observed Doppler shifts. During the daytime, when311

the spacecraft moves from north to south, the satellite velocity is oriented roughly along312

the wave vectors. The Doppler shift then results in observed frequencies being lower than313

the transmitted frequencies. During the nighttime, the spacecraft moves from south to314

north. The satellite velocity is thus oriented roughly opposite to the wave vectors, and315

the Doppler shift results in observed frequencies being larger than the transmitted fre-316

quencies. As the wave vectors are close to the resonance cone, the values of the refrac-317

tive index are high and the Doppler shift significant.318

Wave normal angles and refractive index values as a function of the geomagnetic319

latitude in the conjugate hemisphere are analyzed more in detail in Figures 8a and 8b,320

respectively. These were obtained by tracing the waves started within a full range of con-321

sidered geomagnetic latitudes in the northern hemisphere until they reach the DEME-322

TER altitudes in the southern hemisphere. The blue, green, and red color curves again323

correspond to individual transmitter signal frequencies. The horizontal dashed lines in324

Figure 8a show the respective resonance cone angles. Given that the waves propagate325
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Figure 9. Example raytracing trajectories corresponding to only a partially ducted signal

propagation. The waves were started at a geomagnetic latitude of 49.4◦, i.e., approximately 8◦

northward from the Khabarovsk transmitter. They were assumed to propagate ducted, i.e., ex-

actly along the geomagnetic field line all the way to the geomagnetic equator. They are then

traced from the equator to the southern hemisphere, with wave normal angles of ±70◦, assuming

the wave vectors lie in the meridional plane. The blue, green, and red curves were obtained for

wave frequencies of 11,905 Hz, 12,649 Hz, and 14,881 Hz, respectively. The black dashed curves

show the dipolar magnetic field lines.

from north to south, the wave normal angles are larger than 90 degrees. However, they326

gradually decrease and approach the resonance cone as the final geomagnetic latitudes327

approach a given threshold value. Correspondingly, the refractive index (and thus also328

the Doppler shift) gradually increases and eventually diverges at the threshold final ge-329

omagnetic latitude. This threshold latitude is different for each wave frequency, being330

slightly closer to the geomagnetic equator for higher frequency waves. The unducted prop-331

agation can thus explain the left-hand parts of V-like shapes in Figure 1 and the right-332

hand part of the inverted V-like shape in Figure 4.333

The remaining problem is how to explain the right-hand parts of V-like shapes in334

Figure 1 and the left-hand part of the inverted V-like shape in Figure 4. These are formed335

by the signals which make it to larger geomagnetic latitudes than the unducted prop-336

agation threshold. Moreover, their refractive index decreases with increasing geomag-337

netic latitude. As both the purely ducted and purely unducted signals have been already338

discussed and identified in the frequency-time spectrograms, we need to look for a pos-339

sible third way of the signal propagation. We suggest that the signal might be ducted340

only for a part of the propagation path. Significant Doppler shifts are observed upon reach-341

ing the conjugate hemisphere, i.e., the final wave normal angles are close to the resonance342

cone. The signal is thus clearly unducted when reaching the spacecraft. One could con-343

sider many different ducted/unducted propagation combination schemes. However, in344

order to keep things reasonably simple, we assume the signal to be ducted all the way345

to the geomagnetic equator, and unducted farther. The upper frequency limit on the wave346

ducting in the ducts of an enhanced density is 0.5fce cos θk (Smith, 1961), where θk is347

the wave normal angle and fce the electron cyclotron frequency. Moreover, even the waves348
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Figure 10. The same as Figure 8, but for the propagation scheme from Figure 9.

with frequencies below the frequency limit or those ducted in density troughs are less349

likely to be ducted when the limit is lower. It is thus reasonable to assume that at least350

more oblique waves can become unducted close to the magnetic field minimum at the351

geomagnetic equator. We further assume a rather large range of wave normal angles leav-352

ing the duct (Woodroffe et al., 2013), ranging from θk = −70◦ to θk = 70◦. The un-353

ducted propagation of such waves to the conjugate hemisphere is calculated using the354

raytracing routine. The results obtained for the field line about 8◦ northward from the355

Khabarovsk transmitter are depicted in Figure 9. The wave trajectories for the waves356

with the two extreme initial wave normal angles (i.e., θk = ±70◦) are shown, and the357

color coding again represents the three different signal frequencies.358

It can be seen that the waves reach the DEMETER altitudes in the conjugate hemi-359

sphere close to the respective magnetic field line. However, unlike the situation of the360

purely unducted propagation, their final wave normal angles are close to the resonance361

cone at lower geomagnetic latitudes, and they become more field aligned at larger ge-362

omagnetic latitudes. This is demonstrated in Figure 10, which depicts the results obtained363

by tracing the waves started with a full range of considered wave normal angles (−70◦ ≤364

θk ≤ 70◦). The used format is the same as in Figure 8. The results correspond to the365

Doppler shifts being the largest at not-so-large geomagnetic latitudes and progressively366

decreasing toward larger geomagnetic latitudes. This is exactly the behavior observed367

for the third type of the signal propagation. We note that waves leaving the duct with368

large wave normal angles are crucial to get very close to the resonance cone at low ge-369

omagnetic latitudes. Should the waves leaving the duct be limited to lower wave nor-370

mal angles (−35◦ ≤ θk ≤ 35◦), only the parts of the dependences plotted by thick curves371

in Figure 10 would be obtained. We also note that a group of waves launched with wave372

vectors directed toward the Earth with proper wave normal angles reaches DEMETER373

altitudes with wave normal angles far from the resonance cone. These are not shown in374

Figure 10, as they extend beyond the plotted wave normal angle range. However, such375

waves do not result in considerable Doppler shifts and are not of importance for the present376

analysis.377
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The time delays corresponding to the interhemispheric ducted propagation are on378

the order of a few tenths of second. When the wave normal angle upon arrival is not too379

close to the resonance cone, the respective time delays are very close to those obtained380

for the ducted propagation. This is the case for the unducted propagation at lower ge-381

omagnetic latitudes and for the partially ducted propagation at larger geomagnetic lat-382

itudes. However, the time delays increase considerably when the signals propagate close383

to the resonance cone, and they diverge when the final wave normal angle approaches384

the resonance. This explains the considerable time delays of individual transmitter pulses385

observed for the largest Doppler shifts in Figures 3b and 6a.386

5 Discussion387

Electromagnetic wave measurements performed by the low-altitude DEMETER space-388

craft allow us to observe signals from powerful ground-based VLF transmitters. Unfor-389

tunately, only a single electric and a single magnetic field components are measured, which390

does not allow us to perform a detailed wave analysis and to directly experimentally de-391

termine the wave normal angles. Moreover, as the magnetic field component of the an-392

alyzed signals is typically too weak to be detected by the used instrumentation, the ob-393

servations are limited to a single electric field component.394

Doppler shifts due to the spacecraft movement are typically rather small and dif-395

ficult to identify, unless the refractive index becomes comparatively large. This is, how-396

ever, the case of whistler waves propagating with wave normal angles close to the res-397

onance cone. Then, the Doppler shifts are readily observable and their magnitude can398

be used to estimate the refractive index.399

The observations performed in the hemisphere conjugate to the Alpha navigation400

transmitters revealed that during specific times/at some spacecraft locations, a given trans-401

mitter signal may split to up to three signals at different frequencies. These can be in-402

terpreted in terms of different propagation paths of the signal, resulting in different wave403

normal angles, refractive indices, and Doppler shifts at the observation point. The sig-404

nal without an observable Doppler shift can be attributed to a ducted propagation, which405

occurs at low wave normal angles well away from the resonance cone. The signal with406

the Doppler shift steadily increasing with geomagnetic latitude until reaching a given lat-407

itudinal (frequency-dependent) threshold can be interpreted as an unducted signal (Starks408
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et al., 2009). The used raytracing analysis confirms this interpretation, achieving at least409

a qualitative agreement with observations.410

A rather surprising finding is the third propagation path necessary to explain the411

third observed signal frequency. We suggested that the corresponding signal might be412

ducted in the beginning and become eventually unducted close to the equatorial region.413

Under such a propagation scheme, the raytracing results and the predicted Doppler shifts414

are in agreement with the observations. Most importantly, the Doppler shift steadily de-415

creasing with increasing geomagnetic latitude is obtained. The wave has to be assumed416

to be initially ducted along a magnetic field line slightly northward from the transmit-417

ter location (i.e., at a larger L-shell). There may be two possible reasons why this should418

be the case. First, the ionospheric attenuation is lower at larger geomagnetic latitudes419

(Helliwell, 1965), so that one might expect more VLF transmitter power to penetrate420

through in there. Second, and probably more important, the wave ducting depends cru-421

cially on the electron cyclotron frequency. It becomes less likely for low electron cyclotron422

frequencies (Smith, 1961), suggesting that the waves tend to get unducted at larger L-423

shells close to the geomagnetic equator. This propagation scheme requires the waves to424

leave the duct with large range of wave normal angles. This may arguably correspond425

to the real situation. However, the large range of initial wave normal angles considered426

at a given location can also account for the waves leaving the duct over a range of latitudes/L-427

shells, which must be the case in reality.428

Achieving an exact quantitative match between the calculated and observed Doppler429

shifts is difficult, as the wave propagation at large wave normal angles is very sensitive430

to even small variations of the conditions. However, the obtained qualitative agreement431

suggests that our interpretation of the three propagation paths is indeed correct. It is432

further supported by the fact that as the spacecraft moves in different directions dur-433

ing the daytime and nighttime half-orbits, the signs of the Doppler shifts are expected434

to be different, corresponding to the observations. Finally, it is worth to note again that435

in order to reach the DEMETER altitudes in the conjugate hemisphere the signal fre-436

quencies have to be higher than the maximum lower hybrid frequencies along the respec-437

tive propagation paths. This immediately explains why the Doppler shifted signals are438

not observed at lower frequencies during the night, when the lower hybrid frequencies439

are higher (Chum et al., 2009; Shklyar et al., 2010; Vavilov et al., 2013).440
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6 Conclusions441

We presented an analysis of electromagnetic wave signals from VLF Alpha navi-442

gation transmitters detected in the conjugate hemisphere by the low-altitude DEME-443

TER spacecraft. The observed signal frequencies sometimes significantly differ from the444

transmitted frequencies, which can be explained by a Doppler shift. Considering the mag-445

nitudes of the observed Doppler shifts, the Doppler shifted signals need to propagate with446

high refractive indices (i.e., close to the resonance cone). A given signal frequency is some-447

times observed to split into three distinct frequencies, indicating three different ways of448

signal propagation between the hemispheres. The first of them, resulting in principally449

zero Doppler shifts, corresponds to a ducted propagation at low wave normal angles. It450

is the only propagation path which allows signals at frequencies below the maximum lower451

hybrid frequency to reach low altitudes in the conjugate hemisphere. The second way452

of propagation was identified as unducted propagation, characterized by a maximum (fre-453

quency dependent) latitudinal threshold reachable by the propagating signal. As demon-454

strated by the raytracing analysis and consistent with the observed Doppler shifts, the455

final wave normal angles steadily increase with increasing geomagnetic latitude, reach-456

ing the resonance cone at the latitudinal threshold. The third way of propagation was457

interpreted as only a partially ducted propagation, with the waves becoming unducted458

close to the geomagnetic equator. The corresponding calculated wave normal angles de-459

crease with geomagnetic latitude. This propagation path allows a propagation to larger460

latitudes than the purely ducted situation, in agreement with the observations. Our re-461

sults show the possibility of using Doppler shifts to estimate wave normal angles/propagation462

paths of VLF signals throughout the inner magnetosphere and demonstrate the pecu-463

liarities of the signal propagation therein.464
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